
Skills Priority/Core Competencies
Dribbling with all sides of both the right and left foot including laces, inside, outside and sole. (Excluding the heel)

o free dribbling
o controlled dribbling
o This includes the concept of trapping.

Passing:  effective push-pass technique
Awareness of space
Juggling outside of practice
Heading the ball is not to be a focus of the In-Town Program.

Although sometimes we mistake 5-6 year olds for little adults, they are clearly not. They have many years of development and child-
hood to enjoy; they need this time to intellectually, emotionally, and physically develop. In order to make practices run as smoothly
and pleasantly as possible, it is important to understand the following:

Typical Characteristics of U6 Players:
Heat regulation systems are less efficient than adults – provide frequent water breaks.
Focused on themselves – their reality is based on what they see and feel.
Unable to see things from another’s perspective – “the world according to me.”
It is all based on here and now – they live in the moment.
Enjoy playing, not watching – during practice make certain every player has a ball at all times.
Limited attention span – on average 15 seconds for listening and 10-15 minutes when engaging a task.
Effort is synonymous with performance – if they tried hard, they believe they have done well. This quality should be sup-
ported and encouraged.
Active imagination – utilize this quality to create interesting practice activities, they will love it.
Seek adult approval – be encouraging when they say, “Coach, look what I can do!”
Unable to think abstractly – spatial concepts and movement off-the-ball are difficult to understand.
Typically possess two speeds – extremely fast and stopped.
Usually unaware of game scores – keep it this way.
Often enjoy falling down because it is fun – remember to allow fun.
May not be able to identify the left foot vs. right foot

Pillars of Player Development:
Psychological
It is extremely important that all children feel positive about themselves as players.
Do not
o punish (running laps, push-ups, etc.)
o yell
o offer negative criticism
o sound annoyed and frustrated
Instead
o Praise individuals (at practice and send positive emails through parents)
o Praise team
o Critique vs. criticize
o Laugh with your players
o Always have fun with the kids

Technical
In terms of soccer development at an early age, this is the most important aspect of the game.  A child must master the ball
(dribbling, trapping, passing, etc.) to be successful in the long run.
o All skills MUST be taught PROPERLY
o Maximize touches in practice (No line drills: i.e. one ball with players standing around watching)
o Teach both the right and left foot.
o Teach all parts of foot (different for U6 and U8)
o Teach all parts of body (different for U6 and U8)
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Tactical (this section is informational, as spatial concepts and movement off-the-ball are difficult to understand at this age)
o No kick and run
o Always teach support (no gaps at any level)
o Always teach moving off the ball

Physical
Conditioning is a huge part of soccer. As a focus of practice, it should generally be reserved for old age groups (U11 on).

Game Parameters for U6
Divide by ability not age. (Best vs. Best or Strongest vs. Strongest)
*as a coach, you must recognize when it’s appropriate to move a player from one team to the other.

U6 competition is 4v4, with no goalies.

Coaches on the field:
Permitted, however coaches need to use their best judgment when facilitating the play.

Rules & Guidelines:
Changing of positions for all players is recommended.
Restart play from the center after any goal.
Achieving passes before shooting.
Out-of-Bounds parameters:

Utilize the “Two-Ball” concept. The second ball is held by the coach and set along the sideline for the player to kick-in.
o The two ball approach only permits one ball in play at a time.

Additional program notations:
Throw-ins, corner kicks, and goal kicks are introduced at U8.

Time Limits for Saturday:
90 minutes including 45 minutes of drills followed by one game of even halves, with a 5 minute half-time break.
A maximum of 3 drills per week is recommended:

May  repeat one drill from the prior week as a “refresher”
The intent of each week’s drills is to focus on one theme or combine to form a lesson plan.
Focus on more “quality” touches

Weekday Session & Drills:
For U6, there is one 60-minute weekday practice consisting of drills and a scrimmage.
3 drills per week are recommended:

May  repeat one drill from the prior week as a “refresher”
The intent of each week’s drills is to focus on one theme or combine to form a lesson plan.
Focus on more “quality” touches

Running a Proper Practice:
Following warm-up, all practices should focus on one aspect of game
All practices should be progressive (1. Technical Session 2. Match Related 3.  Match Condition 4. Scrimmage)
Refer to the suggested lesson plans for a proper practice plan.

How to Teach Technical Skills:
Teaching PROPER technique for all skills is of paramount importance in the SCNM program.  Players must be attentively watched
and gently corrected.

Kicking:
Keys to all standard soccer kicks:

o Body balanced and squared (facing) toward target as ball is struck
o Plant foot toe pointing directly toward target
o Kicking foot must follow through and LAND forward toward target
o Both the right and left foot must be taught!

Push Pass:
o Approach ball straight on to encourage squaring of body
o Plant foot next to ball, pointing toward target
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o On back-swing, knee of kicking leg should bend.
o Inside of kicking foot strikes center of ball
o Kicking foot lands in direction of target

(Common mistakes to look for: kicking leg crossing over the body; kicking leg snapping back rather than going forward;
body leaning back; stiff leg; ball going airborne)

 Driven Pass:
o Approach ball from a slight angle
o Plant foot should land to side of the ball, but spaced away from ball to allow for swivel of hips and leg extension
o Head should be down
o For youngsters, the sweet spot (not laces) of kicking foot should strike ball in its center
o Toes pointed all the way down, ankle locked
o Body should be squared as ball is struck
o Follow through and land in direction of kick

Weekly Session Plan Breakdown:
Weeks 1, 2, and 3:  Dribbling Drills (100%)
Weeks 4, 5, and 6:  60% Dribbling Drills and 40% Passing
Weeks 7 and  8:  50% Dribbling and 50% Passing

Recommended Practice Drills:
Typical area for U6 drills is a 20x20 yard grid, unless otherwise noted.

Dribbling Drills

Freeze Tag (with & without a ball): Two players are” it” without balls.  They try to tag the other players that are dribbling
their balls.  When a player gets tagged, they hold their ball above their head & spread their legs.  They can get freed when
another player kicks the ball through their legs

Simon Says: each player is inside the grid with 1 ball each. The objective: the coach issues commands, such as “Simon Says -
stop the ball,” and the players react to the commands. Commands can include: turn, stop, sit on the ball, put your elbow or
your head on the ball, dribble with left or right foot, speed up, slow down, etc.

Red Light, Green Light: Each player is in the area with one ball. Coaches commands, “Green light” = dribbling around using
the inside and outside of both their right and left foot; “Red light”= stop the ball with the sole of the foot; “Yellow light” =
stop the ball, leave it to find another ball and dribble off with the new ball.

Sharks and Minnows (a/k/a Hungry Hippos): The minnows try to dribble across the field with out the shark kicking their ball
out of bounds.  If a minnow looses their ball, they become a shark in the next round.

Ouch!: Each player has a ball. The coach jogs around the area and the players try to kick their ball so that it hits the coach.
The player earns a point each time they hit the coach, who yells “Ouch” each time they are hit to make the game more excit-
ing. To progress the game, the coach can pause or vary their speed.

4 Sides – Soda Fountain, MLS teams, Cartoons: Name the 4 sides of the 20x20 area to correspond with the theme. The play-
ers must dribble their ball toward the line with the name the coach calls out. Other commands can include a call for hopping
on one leg, such as Soda Pop or a fun command where the coach shouts “Yoo Hoo” and the players respond with “Boo
Hoo.” After awhile, call out names halfway through so the kids are forced to turn & switch directions.

Mine Field: In the area, set out cones randomly. The players are to dribble around the area while avoiding the cones.

Multiple Goal Game or Gate Dribbling: Inside the area set out small goals, one more than the number of players. The objec-
tive: the players are to dribble through as many goals in a set time limit (1-2 minutes). Emphasize the key points of dribbling
under control.  The next round, the players are to try to beat their previous goals or their best score.

Numbers Game:  divide the group into equal teams & each player is assigned a number that corresponds to a player on the
opposing team.  The teams take a position on opposing sidelines. Put a ball in the middle & call out a number; those players
sprint to the ball & play 1 v 1 until a goal is scored or the ball goes out of bonds.  To score, a player must bring the ball
passed their opponents sideline. To increase the competition, you can call out more than one number.
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Bedrock BBQ: Divide the players into 4 groups; number the players in each group 1,2,3…;  station each group at one corner
of the area. Place all the balls in the center. Call a number for those players to run to the center, gather a ball and dribble back
to their corner. Advanced play: call no.1 who relays with no. 2 and so on. The first time to complete the relay, wins.

2-Sided Dribbling Across The Square: Players are lined up on opposite sides of the area. On “Go,” each player dribbles com-
pletely across the square and back. Issues commands, such as “do a pullback,” “outside turn,” or “inside turn.”

Driving School a/k/a Traffic Control: Each player has a ball and is dribbling inside the square and they react to the coach’s
commands. “Green” = Go; “Yellow” = Toe Taps in one spot; “Red” = Stop with the foot on the ball, “Crash” = fall to the
ground, “Stop Sign” = Stop for 3 seconds and then go, and “Runaway Truck” = Coach runs around and kicks out the balls
out of the area.

Passing Drills:
For all drills in this section, it is important to continue emphasizing the use of both right and left foot, as well as the proper technique.
Refer to the technical section for details.

Double Pass: (Tony Chestnut’s)  In a 10x30 yard area, set the players in pairs on opposite sides of the grid with one ball be-
tween them. Place a cone between the players with a ball on top of the cone. The objective is to pass the ball across the area
to their partner and knock the target off the cone. The receiving partner moves into receive the ball, dribbles back to their
place, and then takes their turn at the target.

Freeze Tag: Two players are “it” without balls.  They try to tag the other players, who are dribbling their balls around the ar-
ea.  When a player gets tagged, they hold their ball above their head & spread their legs.  They are freed when another player
kicks the ball through their legs.

The Two Cone Drill – Pair up the players and set them about 10 feet apart. Place a pair of cones, as a gate, approximately 3
feet apart between the players.  Using proper passing skills, the players are to pass the ball between the cones to their partner.
Move the pairs farther apart as demonstrate a readiness for a greater challenge.

The Three Cone Drill – Pair up the players, set them about 10 feet apart and place 3 cones in a row approximately 3-4 ft
apart. The passer sends the ball through one set of cones; the receiving partner traps the ball to the side to pass back through
the other set of cones. Alternate using the right foot and the left foot for passing.

Ninja Turtles: In a 20x30 yard area, position pairs of players on opposing sidelines with one side of players possessing a ball.
Also position 2 players (the ninja turtles), each with a ball, at one end-line and lay out cones randomly – yet progressing
across the area. The 2 ninja turtles are to dribble from one end-line to the other while collecting cones and avoid being hit by
the players’ passes. The players on the sidelines are to attempt to hit the ninja turtles on or below the knees. Rotate ninja tur-
tles.

Hit the Wickets: Group the players in pairs with one ball. Number the players 1 and 2. The player in possession of the ball
must pursuit their partner who moves freely around the area trying to loose their pursuer. When the coach shouts “freeze,” all
the players stop. The players without the ball open their legs, allowing the pursuer to pass the ball through their legs. After
two minutes, the pairs swap roles.
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